JANUARY
2020

Detailed
stitching

BATIK BOTANICAL
QUILT
MIX & MATCH QUILTING COLLECTION
Each quilt block has a unique and beautiful
floral design that weaves throughout the
square. A filigree background stitch holds
down the batting instead of a traditional
stippling stitch to give the base fabric a
luxurious and delicate detail.

KEEPSAKE
SACK
PROJECTS COLLECTION
No longer do you have to run to the
store and spend an arm and a leg on an
expensive gift bag that just ends up in
the garbage, or at the bottom of a hall
closet. These Keepsake Sack designs are
sure to bring that special touch of not only
thoughtfulness, but also utility!

Uses paper
confetti!

SNOWY
CONFETTI
QUILT
MIX & MATCH QUILTING COLLECTION
Each block in this collection is created with
a series of standard appliqués that get
covered with paper cut snowflakes and a
layer of sheer organza overtop creating a
perfect icy-looking finish!

TAG,
YOU’RE IT!
PROJECTS COLLECTION
These free standing tags are a wonderful
and thoughtful addition to any gift. Each
design comes with a set of tags; a larger,
eye-catching tag, then a smaller tag that
adds some extra interest.

JANUARY 2020
PR OJ E C T 1 1 9
HEART BELLY POUCHES
The Heart Belly Pouches collection gets its name
from the little window in each of the designs.
Shaped like a heart and made of vinyl, these
pouches have the perfect peekaboo to provide a
teaser of what’s inside.

ANIT
A' S

Heart-shaped
windows

P R OJ EC T 120

Embroidery
floss look

NEEDLEPOINT
SNOWFLAKE TRIVETS
These snowflakes are sure to make a statement in
your winter weather decor! Each design has been
specially digitized to create a build up of threads
for each individual pixel of color, overlapping for
a total of 15 plies, mimicking that embroidery-floss
look in a few swaps of thread color.

